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HYGIENE MONITOR SET UP GUIDE 

INTRODUCTION 

This set up guide should ensure that you are able to set up your Standard/Standard Plus or 
Professional Hygiene Monitor in preparation for use. If you have any questions, please 
feel free to contact us. 

CONTENTS 

Enclosed in the boxes we have sent you should find: 

1. Standard/Standard Plus/Professional Hygiene Monitor. 

2. Either a magnet reset, infra red remote or push button. 

3. Keys for locking/unlocking your monitor. 

INSTALLING YOUR MONITOR 

Please follow these instructions to set up your monitor ready for use. 

1. Fix your monitor to the wall in the location you choose. 

PLEASE NOTE! 

Please ensure that the fixing screws and raw plugs are suitable for the wall to which you are 
mounting the Hygiene Monitor. 

2. Carefully remove the protective film on the LCD screen and the Perspex (this is often 
left on to ensure you receive your monitor in optimum condition).  

3. Carefully ensure that the securing strap wrapped around the LCD screen and 
electronics is also removed. This is added for transportation only. 

4. Open the monitor using the keys provided and connect the battery pack: 
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PLEASE NOTE! 

Mains operation users should connect the transformer using the appropriate jack plug. 
Ensure that you connect the transformer using the 6V setting. 

5. Should the buzzer sound, reset the monitor by turning it off and back on again.  

6. To set/adjust the clock and/or adjust the contrast on the LCD screen, follow the 
following instructions: 

Figure 1 
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a. Very carefully lift the LCD glass and electronics circuit board which is held on 
with Velcro fastening (be particularly careful not to part the LCD glass screen 
from the electronics circuit board) as shown in Figure 2. 

 

b. To adjust the clock, hold down the RED button for approximately 8 seconds: 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 
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c. The first two digits will start to flash. Release the red button and then hold in 
again for 5 seconds. The number should stop flashing, allowing you to change 
the setting. 

d. To do this, tap the button – each time you do so it will select the next number. 

e. Once you are at the desired number, hold down the button again for 5 seconds. 
This will then allow you to move on to the next digit to be set.  

f. Continue doing this through the time, date, day and year settings. 

g. To exit from this mode, leave the monitor for approximately 10 seconds, or hold 
in the red button for 10 seconds. The monitor will return to its operational state.  

h. Carefully replace the LCD display and electronic circuit board. Close and lock 
the monitor door. 

7. To adjust the contrast on the LCD display, follow these instructions:  

a. Very carefully lift the LCD glass and electronics circuit board which is held on 
with Velcro fastening (be particularly careful not to part the LCD glass screen 
from the electronics circuit board). 

b. Using a small screwdriver, turn the BLUE screw button until you have reached 
the desired contrast setting. 

Figure 4 
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c. Carefully replace the LCD display and electronic circuit board. Close and lock 
the monitor door. 

ADJUSTING DAY/NIGHT TIME SETTINGS 

Your Hygiene Monitor has been set on a 60 minute countdown. In order to change the frequency 

of washroom checks, please follow these instructions: 

1. Very carefully lift the LCD glass and electronics circuit board which is held on with Velcro 

fastening (be particularly careful not to part the LCD glass screen from the electronics circuit 

board) as shown in Figure 2. 

2. Locate the red DIP switch (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5 
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3. Change the settings according to the following table: 

DAYTIME SETTINGS – STANDARD, STANDARD PLUS AND PROFESSIONAL 
 

SW3 SW2 SW1 Time 

Off Off Off 15 minutes 

Off Off On 30 minutes 

Off On Off 45 minutes 

Off On On 60 minutes 

On Off Off 75 minutes 

On Off On 90 minutes 

On On Off 105 minutes 

On On On 120 minutes 

NIGHT SETTINGS – STANDARD PLUS AND PROFESSIONAL ONLY 
 

SW5 SW4 Time 

Off Off 2 hours 

Off On 4 hours 

On Off 8 hours 

On On 10 hours 
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PLEASE NOTE! 

SW1 refers to the number 1 switch on the DIP panel. 1-3 deal with day settings, 4-5 with 
night settings. For example, for checks every 60 minutes during the daytime, flick switches 1 
and 2 to the ‘on’ position. For a ten hour night time setting, flick switches 4 and 5 to the ‘on’ 
position. 

4. In order to ensure your Hygiene Monitor is ready to use and the time settings work, ensure 

that Switch 8 is also in the ‘on’ position. 

Your Hygiene Monitor is now set up and ready to use. If you encounter any problems, we 

are here to help. 

USING YOUR MONITOR 

When your monitor reaches 0.00 on a countdown, the LCD screen will flash with ‘Inspection now 

due’. The monitor needs resetting. 

Resetting your Hygiene Monitor is easy. Simply use the magnet or Infra Red remote supplied. 

To reset the monitor using the Magnet: simply hold the magnet supplied on the black circular 

disc housed in the casing, located on the bottom of the unit.  

To reset the unit using infra red: simply press the left button and point the fob directly at the 

hole so that the beam is picked up by the receiver inside the unit. 

To reset the monitor using the red button: simply press the red button at the bottom of the 

monitor. 
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Figure 6 – The black circular disk is located under the monitor (black arrow); the Infra Red receiver is also under the monitor (red arrow). 

When the signal is accepted, the Hygiene Monitor will display ‘inspection’ for 5 seconds. The 

countdown will then start from the pre-set value, and the unit is now operational. 

WARRANTY 

Your Hygiene Monitor is covered for 12 months parts and labour on a ‘return to base’ basis. 

Should you at any time feel it necessary to return the unit for inspection, we only require the 

electronics and LCD screen. 

Extended warranty options are available for your unit – please enquire directly with your supplier. 
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CHANGING THE BATTERY PACK 

To remove the battery pack, carefully open the Hygiene Monitor. Disconnect the battery from the 

electronics and remove the batteries from the housing. 

To insert a new battery pack, carefully open the Hygiene Monitor and insert the battery pack 

inside its housing, with the wire facing left. Connect the pack to the electronics: 

Figure 7 
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MONITOR FEATURES 

Feature Standard Standard Plus Professional 

Magnet Reset   

IR Reset   

SMS Text Message 

Alerts Allowed* 
* * * 

Battery Display   

Day/Night Countdowns   

Negative Counts   

Clock Display   

‘Inspection now due’ 

display 
  

Countdowns by Day of 

Week 
  

Buzzer on Zero   

 

*Optional extra  

Features in red must be set in the factory before dispatch; therefore these settings must be specified before units are 

sent. 

Faceplates may be cleaned using water mixed with a mild cleaning agent  
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